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There have been not many interactions between the two dominant forms of mass communication: television and the Internet,
while nowadays the appearance of Internet television makes them more closely. Different with traditional TV in a passive mode
of transmission, Internet TV makes it more possible to make personalized service recommendation because of the interactivity
between users and the Internet. In this article, we introduce a scheme to provide targeted ad recommendation to Internet TV
users by exploiting the content relevance and social relevance. First, we annotate TV videos in terms of visual content analysis
and textual analysis by aligning visual and textual information. Second, with user-user, video-video and user-video relationships,
we employ Multi-Relationship based Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (MRPMF) to learn representative tags for modeling user
preference. And then semantic content relevance (between product/ad and TV video) and social relevance (between product/ad
and user interest) are calculated by projecting the corresponding tags into our advertising concept space. Finally, with relevancy
scores we make ranking for relevant product/ads to effectively provide users personalized recommendation. The experimental
results demonstrate attractiveness and effectiveness of our proposed approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Television and the Internet have both reshaped the way we consume information, and with relevant
technologies which are available to distribute television service via the Internet, there will be more and
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more interaction between them. It is well known that, TV ad is deemed as the most effective mass-
market advertising medium on traditional media. However, recent surveys on media proliferations or
advertising are gradually making cheerless reading for conventional TV broadcasters, since traditional
TV advertising is not as effective as it was before. More and more consumers, especially the youth, are
spending more time online than watching TV. They adapt to new technologies quickly and are very
receptive to advertising via new mediums based on the Internet. People have made many efforts on
personalized advertising for new platforms (such as Internet TV) and there is no doubt that it will
bring high potential to develop the new advertising industry in the Internet era.

To provide satisfied and individualized ad/service recommendation for users, we have to deal with at
least two difficulties: semantic analysis of TV programs and user interest learning. Internet TV deliver-
ing video content over the internet by video streaming technology, facilitates personalized advertising
well by linking television with the Internet. As a typical example, video on demand (VOD) system
can get high level understanding of video from content provider, and obtain user interest from regis-
tration profiles and watching lists. Technically, the multimedia content description standard MPEG-7
has made rapid progress on efficient searching for material that stimulates user interest. Relevant
technical and commercial organizations are devoting themselves to establish MPEG-7 for VOD, such
as The Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) and The European Broadcasting
Union (EBU).

However, semantic information for TV programs is still very limited, especially for live video streams.
We may also get annotation by analyzing visual content of videos, but the semantic gap makes it
unreliable in practical systems. In a word, only textual or visual analysis is not enough to accurately
understand high-level semantics of TV programs. As for the personalization, there have been some
recommendation systems which track single user’s interest, but most of them neglect user’s social
information (such as online friends and followers) when learning user preference.

As shown in Figure 1, in this article, we try to suggest Internet TV users personalized products/ads
which are relevant to video programs and their interests. We annotate video content by aligning visual
and textual analysis, learn user interest considering the social relationships and suggest users indi-
vidualized product/ads according the degree of correlation between ads, videos and users. In detail, TV
programs (such as sports, movie and ad videos) are from live streaming with few or no textual descrip-
tions. We annotate their semantic content based on alignment of visual and textual information. We
collect large scale user information from YouTube to imitate Internet TV users. To learn the user in-
terest, our databases include users’ uploaded or favorite video lists and social information. We believe
that a good product/ad recommendation should be relevant to both video content and user interest.
Therefore, we calculate the content relevance (between ad and TV video) and the social relevance (be-
tween ad and user interests) in help of a concept space in the product/ad domain, which are built based
on product database of large E-commercial Web sites.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows.

(1) We demonstrate that the combination of content relevance (product/ad and video content) and so-
cial relevance (product/ad and user interest) could significantly improve the performance of the
personalized ad recommendation.

(2) With three relationships between users and video tags: user–tag, user–user, and tag–tag, we em-
ploy Multi-Relationship based Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (MRPMF) to learn representative
tags used for modeling user preference.

(3) To effectively measure the semantic correlations between product/ad, TV video and user inter-
est, we project video annotations, ads tags and user preferences into the advertising concept space.
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Fig. 1. Examples of personalized ad recommendation. The first row shows users’ favorite video lists which reflect the interests to
a certain extent. Users’ preference is shown in the second row, and we learn it from video tags linking up with social correlations
between users and semantic relationships between videos. The third row is to automatically annotate online TV videos by
aligning visual content and webcast text (such as sports and movie video) or detecting special concepts (such as ad video).
According to user interest and video annotation, we automatically suggest targeted ads shown in the last row. For example, for
user A, whose favorite list contains many football stars’ videos, we suggest him/her “football shoes,” “football star’s jersey,” and
“football star’s poster”. Because it is reasonable to assume that user A likes football or adores some football superstars so that
he/she may be interested in football-related products.

The content relevance and social relevance are combined and ranked for personalize ad
recommendation.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In section 2, we review the related literature and
in Section 3, we give an overview of our approach. We present the detailed algorithm of three main
models one by one: Section 4: TV video semantic annotation: Section 5 – user preference modeling;
and Section 6 personalized ads recommendation. Next, we demonstrate our experimental results and
discussion in Section 7. Finally, we conclude the article and discuss future work in Section 8.
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2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Ad and Program Recommendation for TV

Ads are main revenue earner for TV broadcast and it is important to intelligently suggest ads taking
into account various dimensions like program content, ad content, viewers’ interests, sponsors’ prefer-
ences and so on. There has been some work on TV ad recommendation. [Kurapati et al. 2001] proposed
a recommender system to select ads for personal digital television, considering user’s explicit prefer-
ences, implicit view history and feedback information on specific show [Lekakos et al. 2004] discussed
a lifestyle-based approach for the delivery of personalized advertisements in digital interactive televi-
sion. Velusamy et al. [2008] presented a recommendation system capturing the features of ad video in
terms of annotations derived from MPEG-7 descriptions and grouping the best suited ads for a set of
predefined program classes with a fuzzy categorical data clustering technique.

Compared to ad recommendation, more research work on personalized TV program recommendation
has been published. They can be mainly divided into two types: content-based filtering and collabora-
tive filtering [Burke 2002; Hsu et al. 2007]. The content-based filtering method is operated by auto-
matically tracking each user’s TV viewing patterns. For instance, Zimmerman et al. [2004] presented
a TV personalization system that uses explicit and implicit viewer’s profile for recommendation. Other
examples of this kind of recommender are the “User Modeling Component (UMC)” system by Ardis-
sono et al. [2004] and “PersonalTV” by Hölbling et al. [2010]. The collaborative filtering method is
based on program appraisal by a group of viewers and there are some example systems: the TV-scout
system by Baudisch et al. [2002], the peer-to-peer (p2p) recommender system by Wang et al. [2008]
and the prototype interactive TV by Hölbling et al. [2010]. In addition, Martin-Vicente et al. [2011]
applied a semantic approach to build implicit trust networks and improve the recommendation re-
sults transparently to users. A personalized digital TV content recommendation system by Shin et al.
[2009] was based on using metadata collected from multiple sources that feeds a user profiling system,
which ranked content using a combination of classification- and keyword-based similarity measure-
ments. Hölbling et al. [2010] described a content-based filtering approach for tag generation in their
tag-based collaborative TV recommendation system.

2.2 Contextual Multimedia Advertising

Nowadays, billions of user-generated photos and videos are being uploaded to the Internet and it
has become very popular for users to share with online friends. It brings us huge potential to mon-
etize these user-created data. For actual practice in industry, some video sharing Web sites (such as
YouTube) have provided an overlaying ad format for video ads. There has been also some research
work on how to provide users appropriate advertisements with these Web resources.

Li et al. [2008] tried to deliver online ads along with Web images during downloading process. Mei
et al. [2007] associated relevant ad videos with content of videos to seamlessly insert them at proper
points in video streams. Liu et al. [2008] proposed to insert ads at low attention regions in videos.
They all focused on how to non-intrusively embed ads into images or videos in a visually pleasant
manner but neglected the relevance between ads and carrying media data. Hua et al. [2008] proposed
an approach called image Adsense which finds relevant ads by matching ads descriptions to image’s
surrounding texts. Wang et al. [2009, 2010] applied video/image content analysis, associated ad videos
with relevant Internet information automatically and interactively provide users semantically rele-
vant products or services. Mei et al. [2010] summarized the trend of Internet multimedia advertis-
ing, discussed three key problems (contextual relevance, contextual intrusiveness and insertion opti-
mization), and showed an exemplary application called MediaSense involving image, video and game
advertising.
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These works above may take some correlations between ads and media carrier into account, but they
still lack something to satisfy personal demand of customers. To make better targeted advertising,
user interest should deserve “great weight” for granted. Wang et al. [2009] proposed to monetize user-
generated photos by modeling a user’s interest from the personal photo archive and to make targeted
ads by the distribution similarity on textual topics. They directly used image tags of users’ photo
galleries (image content based annotation and image descriptions) to express their interest and left
users’ social relationships out of consideration.

2.3 Personalization in Multimedia Research

The key for good targeted advertising is to learn user’s interests or preferences. There have been many
researches about user interest discovery, and they are mainly about personalized retrieval [Lu et al.
2011; Ma et al. 2007; Sebe and Tian. 2007; Zhou et al. 2006], browsing [Grcar et al. 2005; Gunduz
and Ozsu 2003], TV videos recommendation [Yu et al. 2006], news articles [Billsus and Pazzani 2000],
digital book finding [Amato and Straccia 1999], etc. User interest was used to explore the market
possibility and helped to make target advertising for images in Wang et al. [2009].

It is an open question about how to represent a user interest. Henry [1995] produced a bookmark-
like list of Web pages to denote user interest. More researchers proposed to express user interest using
concepts or tags: in the way of concept lists [Middleton et al. 2001; Li et al. 2008] or a hierarchically-
arranged collection of concepts [Ma et al 2007; Zhou et al. 2006; Grcar et al. 2005]. (Evans et al. 2006)
defined user interest as a distribution on the hierarchical ontology’s nodes. Different from the domain-
specific ontology of multimedia with the goal of personalized search in Evans et al. [2006], Wang et al.
[2009] used a general ontology to cover a large variety of concepts in user-generated photo.

2.4 Online Video Annotation

Previous video analysis was mostly content-based and relies only on visual information. In this process
the original screenplay for movie, webcasting text for sports and news manuscript are usually ignored.
Due to the well-known semantic gap, high-level semantic information is very difficult to derive from
audio or visual content. There have been many works to annotate different kinds of videos with help
of online resources, which is visual-text alignment based video annotation.

For sports video, Xu et al. [2008] used web broadcasting text from sports Web sites to detect event
semantics and achieved inspiring results. The key to align video and text is analysis of time stamps
of video. Liang et al. [2009a] presented a global hierarchical semantics-matching structure for sports
video annotation to connect video and text using high-level semantics rather than low-level visual
marks. For movie video, Dimitrova and Turetsky [2006] presented to use screenplay as ground truth
for identifying automatic speaker or character in the movie based on the fact that film production
starts with origin screenplay. Considering the importance of character in movie, Sang et al. [2010]
incorporated script into movie analysis and made character-based summarizations for movies. For ad
video, there is little synchronous text information for it, because it has no standard stereotype and is
very short generally. Wang et al. [2009] extracted some key frames with production information from
ad videos, matched them with product database which is built from Web sources (i.e., popular shopping
Web sites), and got some key words to annotate ad videos.

3. OVERVIEW

Figure 2 illustrates our overall framework of personalized ads recommendation on Internet TV. There
are mainly three modules: TV video semantic annotation, user preference modeling and personalized
ad recommendation.
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Fig. 2. Overall framework of our approach.

In the first module, we annotate TV videos by combining content based analysis and text based
analysis. For sports and movie video, we get webcasting or screenplay texts, make alignment of sports/
commentary, or movie/script by detecting the event or scene boundary and then generate annotation
for the video clips. For ad video, we extract representative key frame images and match them to our
product image database to get some keywords as annotation.

In the second module, we learn user interest based on our YouTube dataset which contains two
subsets: user dataset and video dataset. There are three relationships between users and video tags:
user–tag, user–user and tag–tag. We use Multi-Relationship based Probabilistic Matrix Factorization
(MRPMF) to refine user interests represented by video tags.

In the last module, we make personalized ad recommendation by computing two kinds of relevance:
content relevance between ad and TV video, social relevance between ad and user interest. A product
concept hierarchy was built based on product catalogs of popular shopping Web sites. By projecting
textual tags (video annotation, user interest and product description) onto the concept hierarchy, we
can gain the concept distributions and calculate the relevance conveniently.

4. SEMANTIC ANNOTATION FOR TV VIDEOS

In terms of the Internet, we can conveniently use Web information to help us understanding video
programs in the platform of Internet TV. In this article, we apply visual and textual alignment for TV
video annotation. Three kinds of representative videos are selected as examples: sports video, movie
video and ad video. Then we will introduce the approaches of them respectively.

As known to all, there are generally many commercial elements in sports, such as stars that have
large numbers of fans and can bring great advertising effect. Therefore, it will be very helpful for ad
recommendation to annotate sports video as some keywords containing commercial elements. Webcast
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text is a very useful external source which is coproduced together with broadcast sports video during
the sports game broadcasting. In this article, we adopt the approach for sports video semantic event
detection based on analysis and alignment of webcast text and broadcast video [Liang et al. 2009b].
Thus when watching a sports video (such as basketball), we can segment the video by event detection
and extract corresponding tags (such as players and events in the commentaries) as annotation from
webcast text.

Like sports video, movie video is also apt to include many commercial or fashionable elements, which
are very important for personalize advertising. Most existing automatic movie summarization meth-
ods mainly rely on visual content and cannot gain satisfactory results because of semantic gap between
low-level feature and high-level knowledge. Nevertheless, screenplay or script (closed caption for gen-
eral users) will be very useful for movie analysis since it is the blueprint to unfold the movie story.
Considering that character maybe the mostly attractable factors in a film, we take the character-
based movie annotation approach [Sang et al. 2010]. Characters, especially movie stars, are especially
important for targeted advertising which is our goal of this work. Movie shots are represented as a
bag-of-characters and character identification will be carried out to construct character-histogram rep-
resentation. A movie is converted into a shot sequence and the corresponding script is denoted as a
scene sequence. By inspecting the role composition correspondence between scrip and movie, semantic
scene structure can be effectively mapped from script to movie. By resolve the movie/script alignment
problem, we assign each movie shot to a specified script description. For each scene segment of a
movie, we take the process of character-centered sub-story discovery and the description tags (such as
characters and scenes in the scripts) will be regarded as our movie annotation.

In nature, ad video is creatively designed capture the public viewers’ attention and propaganda prod-
ucts, services and ideas. However, unlike sports and movie video, ad video generally has no standard
styles and corresponding webcast text. To annotate ad video feasibly, we detect its product/service re-
lated images and conduct a contextual and progressive search-based image annotation to represent the
ad. We select some words from the final search results as the annotation of the ad video. The extracted
key frame images are called Frame Marked with Production Information (FMPI) in Wang et al. [2009].

5. USER PREFERENCE MODELING

As mentioned above, user interest is a key factor to targeted advertising as other kinds of personalized
service. Internet TV is a platform which combines traditional TV and Web together, on which users’ in-
formation and behavior are conveniently used to model their preference and guide the personalized ad
recommendation. It is well known that collaborative filtering is a very popular technique which is used
by many recommender systems, and its basic idea is that people often get the best recommendation
from someone with similar taste.

There are mainly two types of mechanisms for collaborative filtering: memory-based and model-
based. Memory-based methods have been effectively used in many commercial systems, since it has
some advantages such as the explain ability of recommended results, simplicity to implement and
add new data. However, it depends on human ratings, and decrease its performance when data gets
sparse, which is frequent with real Web items. Model-based methods are to uncover latent factors that
explain observed ratings, and data sparsity problem can be dealt with principal component analysis.
As one of the model-based approaches, Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF) model [Salakhutdinov
and Mnih 2008] is outstanding to handle very large or sparse dataset in which many users have lit-
tle information about recommended content. For instance, the famous Netflix dataset contains over
100 million observations from nearly half a million users, creating an interesting problem space, in
which PMF performs very well and takes linear time with the number of observations using the steep-
est descent.
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Fig. 3. Relation graph in our YouTube database. There are two subsets: user database and video database, and broken lines
denote the three kinds of interrelations: user- video (tag), user-user, and video (tag) - video (tag).

The input of PMF is an N × M matrix in which each row corresponds to a user, each column to
a movie and each entry to a rating. The output is latent features space for users and items (such
as movies in the Netflix dataset), with which we can predict item ratings for each users. The most
obvious limitation of PMF is that it only uses the relationship of user and items, without considers
users’ sociability and item’s similarity. In view of this problem, more correlations have been added
in the PMF model for social recommendation [Ma et al. 2008], news retrieval [Li et al. 2010] and
contextualization [Li et al. 2011]. In this article, in order to make personalized ad recommendation, we
build an MRPMF model to complement and refine the relationships of user–tag, user–user, and tag–
tag. We will first introduce the initialization of three relationship matrices with our YouTube dataset,
and then explain the reconstruction process to get the final user interest model.

5.1 Relationship Matrix Initialization

We believe that if a user uploads a video or shares it to others, it may imply some interests of him/her.
And if two users are online friends, they may share some common interests to each other. Based on
this intuition, we build our YouTube database (including user dataset and video dataset) to learn user
interest. Their interrelation between the two subsets of database is shown in Figure 3.

Generally, a YouTube user’s personal homepage contains four kinds of information. We mainly make
use of the second and third one to constitute the user database.

(1) User profiles: name, age, channel view, subscribing data, style and so on
(2) Video lists: uploaded and favorite videos
(3) Social contacts: friends, subscribers
(4) Activities: recent activity, channel comments and so on

Similarly, a YouTube video’s page mainly contains four kinds of information. We mainly make use of
the second and fourth one to constitute the video database.

(1) Video profiles: video file, video player with user-friendly controls
(2) Introduction: video title, description, category and tags
(3) Comments: commentator, comment time and textual notes by users
(4) Recommended videos: some relevant videos which are watched by the same users

We use textual tags to represent videos and summarize three kinds of relationships between users
and video tags: user–tag, user–user and tag–tag. The user-tag relationship is used to represent user
interests. With these relationships, we will correspondingly build three relation matrices.
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(1) User-Tag. If a user uploads or collects a video, it indicates that he/she likes this video. Conversely,
the video tags will partly reflect his/her interest.

(2) User-User. If a user adds another user as friends or subscribe the user’s channel, it shows that they
are likely to have some common interests.

(3) Tag-Tag. If two tags belong to the same video or two videos which are mutually recommended by
YouTube, it reveals that there may be something in common for them to express interests.

User-Tag Relationship Matrix. A user may upload or collect dozens or even hundreds of videos and
the video descriptions will form a tag set. Different tags will have different importance to express the
user interest. For example, a frequently appearing word is usually more important than the rare ones,
except for the stop words. Considering the different abilities to represent user preference of tags, we
adopt the popular Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) strategy to compute the
importance of different tags in the set for different users. For user ui and tag tj , we calculate the
user-tag relationship matrix R as:

Rij = TFij ∗ IUFj = TFij ∗ ln
Nj

UFj
. (1)

where TFij is the term frequency of tj for ui, and UFj is the user frequency of tj which indicates how
many users’ tag set contain this tag. IUFj is the inverse user frequency and Nj is the whole term
frequency of tj for all users.

User-User Relationship Matrix. Binary relationship is used to measure the user-user correlation U ,
that is to say, if a user ui is a friend of uj or ui subscribes uj ’s channel, we assign Uij = 1, and Uij = 0
otherwise.

Tag-Tag Relationship Matrix. When users watch a video on YouTube, the Web sites will provide
them some suggested videos on the right of the page. When considering the relationships between
different tags, we consider if two different tags appear in the same video or if their corresponding
videos are suggested to each other by YouTube. Inspired by Google Distance (Cilibrasi and Vitanyi
2007), we compute the tag-tag relationship matrix T as:

Tij = max{log f (ti), log f (tj)} − log f (ti, tj) − log( fs(ti, tj)/2)
log N − min{log f (ti), log f (tj)} . (2)

where N is the total number of videos in our database, f (ti) and f (tj) are numbers of videos which
contain ti and tj respectively. f (ti, tj) is the number of videos that contain both ti and tj and fs(ti, tj) is
used to count the frequency that the two videos containing ti and tj respectively are suggested to each
other by YouTube.

5.2 Relationship Matrix Reconstruction

Figure 4 shows our graphical model for MRPMF, which factorizes user-tag, user-user, and tag-tag
relationship matrices, and connects three different data resources through two shared latent feature
spaces (i.e., the user latent feature space P and the tag latent feature space E). Suppose we have m
users and n tags, while R ∈ R

m×n, U ∈ R
m×m and T ∈ R

n×n denote the user-tag, user-user, and tag-
tag relationship matrices respectively. The elements of them are with the range of [0, 1]. The basic
idea of MRPMF is to derive high-quality d-dimensional (d < min(m, n)) latent features spaces P ∈
R

d×m, E ∈ R
d×n, X ∈ R

d×m and Z ∈ R
d×n, which denote user, tag, user factor and tag factor latent

feature matrices respectively. The column vectors Pi, Ej, Xq and Zk represent user-specific, tag-specific,
user factor-specific and tag factor-specific latent vectors.
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Fig. 4. Graphical model of MRPMF.

Like classical PMF model, a probabilistic linear model with Gaussian observation noise is adopted
to define the conditional distribution over the observed relation as:

p
(
R|P, E, σ 2

R

) =
m∏

i=1

n∏
j=1

[
N

(
Ri, j |g

(
PT

i Ej
)
, σ 2

R

)]IR
i, j , (3)

p
(
U |P, X, σ 2

U

) =
m∏

i=1

m∏
q=1

[
N

(
Ui,q|g

(
PT

i Xq
)
, σ 2

U

)]IU
i,q , (4)

p
(
T |E, Z, σ 2

T

) =
n∏

j=1

n∏
k=1

[
N

(
Tj,k|g

(
ET

j Zk
)
, σ 2

T

)]IT
j,k. (5)

where N(x|μ, σ 2) denotes the probabilistic density function, in which the conditional distribution is
defined as the Gaussian distribution with mean μ and variance σ 2. IR

i, j is the indicator function that
is equal to 1 if Ri, j > 0 (tag tj belongs to the video tag sets of user ui) and equal to 0 otherwise. IU

i,q

and IT
j,k are defined in the same manner. The function g(x) is a logistic function defined as g(x) =

1/(1 + exp(−x)), which makes it possible to bound the range of PT
i Ej , PT

i Xq and ET
j Zk within the

interval [0, 1].
We place zero-mean spherical Gaussian priors on user, tag, user factor and tag factor feature vectors:

p
(
P|σ 2

P

) =
m∏

i=1

N
(
Pi|0, σ 2

P Id
)
, (6)

p
(
E|σ 2

E

) =
n∏

j=1

N
(
Ej |0, σ 2

EId
)
, (7)

p
(
X|σ 2

X

) =
m∏

q=1

N
(
Xq|0, σ 2

XId
)
, (8)

p
(
Z|σ 2

Z

) =
n∏

k=1

N
(
Zk|0, σ 2

Z Id
)
. (9)
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The log posterior distribution over the user, tag, user factor and tag factor features can be obtained
through a simple Bayesian inference as in Li et al. [2010].
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The equivalent optimization problem is to minimize the following objective function:
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Equation (11) by performing gradient descent in Pi, Ej , Xq and Zk respectively and set λP = λE = λX =
λZ to reduce the computing complexity.
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With latent spaces Pi and Ej , we can reconstruct the user-tag relationship matrix by R̂ = g(PT E). For
user ui, we rank tags by sorting the ith column of R̂ in descending order and select the top 25 ones to
constitute an interest tag vector for him/her.
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6. PERSONALIZED AD RECOMMENDATION

For effective ad recommendation, we build a product/ad database from the E-commercial Web sites
(eBay and Amazon). Each item in the database contains textual description tags surrounding the
product image. We use content relevance to express the similarity between video content and prod-
uct information, while social relevance is appointed to represent the correlation between user interest
and product. The key problem is how to compute the two kinds of relativities which are used to rank
relevant ads for each user when watching video programs. A simple way to measure the semantic
correlation between two textual tags is to calculate their cosine similarity using vector space model
(VSM). There are two problems for this direct matching method: textual ambiguities and semantic
mismatch. For example, “apple” may either represent a fruit or a computer brand. And “The Cham-
pions League” is semantically relevant to “FIFA Pro Evolution Soccer” on the concept “football,” but
their cosine similarity is zero. To avoiding these problems above, we build a specific concept hierarchy
structure in the ad domain to measure the similarities or relevance.

6.1 Ad Concept Hierarchy Learning

There has been some work that proved the effectiveness of a hierarchical ontology in learning user
interest. The best-known and publicly available ontology is provided by Open Directory Project (ODP),
which is the largest, most comprehensive, and most widely distributed human-compiled taxonomy of
links to Web sites [Wang et al. 2009; Ma et al. 2007; Chen et al. 2008]. It has extensive coverage for
many topics and there are many artificially chosen Web pages to be used to learn a topic or categorize
a document. What we want to do is service (product/ad) recommendation with limited coverage, and
therefore the domain specific concept hierarchy could be more efficient. Popular shopping Web sites
always contain very broad products which are described adequately, and their comprehensive catalogs
facilitate customers well to browse and search interesting products. Therefore, we derive our product
concept hierarchy based on our product database which contains the catalogs and product descriptions
from two popular commercial Web sites: eBay and Amazon. There are mainly three kinds of product
tags in our database:

(1) Name tags: tags that describe the name of the product for sale.
(2) Attribute tags: tags that provide more information about technical or material details.
(3) Other tags: other product information users may care, such as price, discount, and shipping place.

These tags are the basic information on the shopping Web sites. We extract the more differentiated
description as an identification tag including name, brand, model (e.g., shuffle of Apple iPod) and
other useful illustrative details. Other tags, such as price and discount, will be provided in the final
recommendation but not in the construction of hierarchical product concept space.

In the product/ad domain, interrelated concepts are organized hierarchically according to their inclu-
sion relationships. A concept is described not only by itself, but also by its subconcepts. For a concept c,
whose immediate subcategories are di ∈ Sc, has its direct meaning MD(c) and complete meaning MC(c).
We get the following equation:

MC(c) = MD(c) ∪ {MC(di)|di ∈ Sc}. (15)

Therefore, we construct the concept hierarchy in a bottom-up way. Directly extracted phrases are first
gathered for the leaf nodes and they are accumulated and contributed to their ancestors. Then we rank
the phrases to find most relevant ones for each concept.

How to associate concepts with appropriate phrases? If a phrase is commonly used within the concept
and seldom used by other concepts, we can consider it as a good one. The similarity between concept c
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and phrase t is measured as follows:

Sim(c, t) = fc(t)
coverage(t)

, (16)

fc(t) = Dc,t

Dc
, (17)

1
coverage(t)

= log
(

N
Nt − Nc,t + 1

+ 1
)

. (18)

In Equation (17), Dc,t denotes the product set within the concept c where phrase t occurs and Dc denotes
the entire products in c. In Equation (18), Nt means the number of concepts that include phrase t and
Nc,t means the number of sub-concepts of c that contains t. N is the total number of concepts. As a
variation of term TF-IDF strategy, the numerator of Equation (16) represents the phrase frequency in
the document collection associated with the product concept while the denominator indicates whether
the phrase is widely used in the whole hierarchy.

6.2 Personalized Ads Recommendation

With the ad concept hierarchy, we will rank relevant ads based on the content relevance and social rel-
evance, which represent semantic correlations between product and TV video and semantic correlation
between product and user interest respectively.

Concept distribution model is used to indicate video tags, user interest and product tag. The basic
idea is to map a text vector to the hierarchical topic space and represent it by a ranked list of the
concepts. For example, given a textual user interest vector ui, we use it to search in our product concept
space and score the retrieved concepts by their cosine similarities to ui. We formulate the concept
distribution vector D(ui) whose nonzero elements are normalized similarity scores as follows:

D(ui) =
⎡
⎣sj(c j)

∣∣∑
j

sj(c j) = 1, 0 ≤ sj(c j) ≤ 1

⎤
⎦ , (19)

where c j is the jth product concept and sj(c j) is the normalized cosine similarity score of c j . As shown
in Figure 5, TV video tags, user interest and product tags are projected to the concept hierarchy to
compute their concept distributions. The dotted arrows suggest relevant matching with the concept
nodes, and the thickness reflects the relevance score, that is, the degree of similarity. Ads ranking is
then based on such representations.

The importance of content relevance and social relevance are different for various users. The strate-
gies of combining content relevance and social relevance will affect the users’ satisfaction to recom-
mended ads. That is to say, we require a delicate balance between them. Let adi be the ith ad, we
compute its whole relevance score with the jth video annotation and kth user interest as:

S(adi; v j, uk) = α × Scontent + (1 − α) × Ssocial, (20)
Scontent = Cosine(D(adi), D(v j)), (21)
Ssocial = Cosine(D(adi), D(uj)), (22)

where α is an empirically determined parameter which shows the confidence of relevancy between
ad and video. D(adi) is the concept distribution of adi calculated as in Equation (19). When α is set
to 0, user interest is the only factor to suggest ads and when it equals to 1, only video annotation is
taken into consideration. In real system, if there is little information to learn a user’s preference, we
would like to recommend more ads relevant to the videos on TV. While a user’s information is rich and
reliable, we will place more attention to his/her interests when suggesting ads.
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Fig. 5. From textual tags to concept distribution. Given the learnt ad domain specific concept space, we are able to build
semantic connections among video, user interest and product/ad. Three textual tags are matched with the leaf topics and they
are represented as concept distributions.

7. EXPERIMENTS

7.1 Experiment Settings

There are mainly two databases in our experiment to test the performance of our approach: YouTube
database and product database. As we mentioned above, YouTube user and video information is used
to imitate real Internet TV user. User information including one’s uploaded and favorite videos, friend
and subscriber list is extracted from his/her homepage; while video information such as title, cate-
gory and tags and relevant video list is from the video page. Generally, the more a user’s information
we have, the better for us to mine his/her social relationships with other users. Therefore, we select
more than 800 active users who have more than 20 uploaded or favorite videos and have more than
10 friends or subscribers. According with the active user information, there is also more than 8,000
videos’ information. We build our product database from two popular shopping Web sites: eBay and
Amazon. We save the detailed information of each product, such as title, image, price and attribute
description.

There are more than 100,000 product items belonging to 20 categories in the database. And for
the ad concept hierarchy, we have about 2,000 product concept nodes and each node contains 10 to
50 keywords or phrases. There are also some TV videos we used to evaluation our system: 50 movie
clips with screenplays or captions, 50 sports video clips with webcast text and 200 ad video clips. There
is not standard criterion for the personalized ad recommendation, so we need manpower to help us
judge our results. We set up our test system in a local area network, and invite 200 typical testers to
take part in our experiments. The testers are of different ages, genders, nationalities, education and
careers. The detailed information about them is listed in Table I.

As a kind of user acceptance testing, the software environment of our experiments is only to visit our
test system with a browser. The system knows every user’s interest recognized by YouTube username
and provides personalized ad recommendation when the user watches a video. What a tester mainly to
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Table I. Tester Information
Age 26 (Age 10–19) + 77 (Age 20–29) +48 (Age 30–39) + 29 (Age 40–49) + 20 (Age 50–70)

Gender 117 (Male) + 83 (Female)

Nationality 153 (Chinese) + 21 (French) + 13 (Singaporean) + 8 (Malaysian) +5 (Indian)

Education 31 (High School) + 49 (Bachelor) + 68 (Master) + 52 (Doctor)

Career 99 (Student) + 46 (Teacher) + 21 (Professor) + 27 (Engineer) + 5 (Secretary) + 2 (Librarian)

do is learning the YouTube user’s interest and making judgments or rating on our recommendation. We
first do experiments on our user interest learning method in Section 7.2. After testers learn a YouTube
user’s information, they are asked to judge if a tag represents his interest. Then in Section 7.3, we ask
testers give rating scores for our ads recommendation results when he/she watching some video clips.
At last, testers are invited to evaluate the whole system on different aspect in Section 7.4.

7.2 Experiments on User Interest Learning

First some experiments here are conducted to examine the improvement of user preference learning
with user’s social network. We select 200 active YouTube users information from our database and
compare their interests before and after interest tags refined by MRPMF model. As mentioned in
Section 5.2, after the relationship matrix construction through MRPMF, we constitute an interest
vector containing 25 tags for each user. In our groups of comparative experiments, we have 5 kinds
of tag vectors to express user interests by different learning models. First we build a baseline vector
which includes 25 tags selected from user’s video tags by term frequency and importance. And then, we
perform four groups of comparative experiments with different relationships between users and tags.

To determine if a tag in the vectors can represent user interest and which tags could be classified to
the same interest point, we invite 200 testers to make manually judgments. We first ask 6 testers to act
as a user and watch his/her uploaded and favorite videos, for the purpose of learning the user interest.
If more than 4 testers simultaneously think a tag can show the user’s preference in some way, we will
sign it as true to express the user’s interest. Otherwise, it will be false. And correspondingly, if more
than 4 users consider that two tags similarly express a user’s interest orientation, we think they belong
to the same interest point. To make specific descriptions for the effect of our interest learning mode,
we compare the interest-tag-lists’ mean precision results and interest point statistics, respectively, in
these cases:

(1) No model: directly selected from the tags of user’s uploaded or favorite videos;
(2) MRPMF with only user-tag correlation (i.e., the traditional PMF model);
(3) MRPMF with user-tag and user-user correlation;
(4) MRPMF with user-tag and tag-tag correlation;
(5) MRPMF with user-tag, user-user and tag-tag correlation.

From the results shown in Table II, we can see that original interest tags cannot describe user’s real
preference well with lowest precision and least interest points. That is because that there are many
common words in the tags and the video amount in a single user’s homepage is limited. However, when
we add user-tag correlation to train user interests, results will become better showing that PMF model
is taking some effect. The 3rd and 4th lines of results show us that different correlations improve the
PMF model in different way. The user-user correlation could expand one’s interest from his/her friends
strongly, while the tag-tag correlation helps to get a better precision. Finally, the integrated MRPMF
with all three correlations obtain the best overall performance. Noted that when estimate the user-
tag correlation of the learning process, we adopt a variable TF-IDF strategy, which can reduce some
general or meaningless words.
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Table II. User Interest Precision Results
LEARNING MODEL MEAN PRECISION MEAN INTEREST POINT COUNT

No model (direct selection) 0.40 3.3

PMF (user-tag) 0.47 5.5
MRPMF (user-tag, user-user) 0.43 6.8

MRPMF (user-tag, tag-tag) 0.54 5.2

MRPMF (user-tag, user-user, tag-tag) 0.58 6.1

Table III. Graded Satisfaction
SATISFACTION SCALE VALUE

Very satisfied 5

Quite satisfied 4

Common 3

Quite unsatisfied 2

Very unsatisfied 1

7.3 Experiments on Personalized Ad Recommendation

Similar to previous work on information retrieval, we adopt the metric of Normalized Discounted
Cumulative Gain (NDCG) to evaluate the effectiveness of personalized ads recommendation results.
Given a video v, the NDCG at the depth K in the ranked list is defined by:

NDCG@K = ZK

K∑
i=1

2sati − 1
log2 (1 + i)

. (23)

where sati is graded satisfaction of the result at position i, ZK is a normalization constant and chosen
so that NDCG@K of a perfect ranking is 1. The satisfaction value sati is averaged over five labels, as
in Table III.

There is no well-defined ground-truth dataset which can be used to evaluate the performance of tar-
geted advertising. Consequently, we invite 200 testers to judge the satisfactoriness of recommendation
results. In each test, a tester is first asked to act as an Internet TV user (imitated by YouTube user)
by watching his/her uploaded or favorite videos to learn the interests. Then the tester will select to
watch a TV program (video clips in our experiments) and evaluate how good the suggested products/
ads are. As defined in Table II, participators make an evaluation according to the five types of graded
satisfaction.

To evaluate the effect of our product/ad concept hierarchy on ads recommendation, we do a com-
parative experiment on two methods of (content and social) relevance computing. The first method is
that we compute the relevance by directly calculating the cosine distance between tag vectors. And we
adopt the concept hierarchy based matching as the second method, which is explained in Section 6.
For our 200 testers, each of them is required to act a special YouTube user. He/she will watch 10 video
clips (select randomly from our test system) and rate recommended ads based on the two methods.

The average NDCG@K results are shown in Figure 6. A conclusion can be reached that the hierar-
chical matching method (marked with solid lines) does a better job that direct matching (marked with
dotted lines), with different values of weighting parameter α. In addition, the difference grows along
with the increase of K. For limited textual tags, mismatch is a serious problem for direct matching and
it leads to the bad results. However, the ad/product concept hierarchy contains enough words for each
concept and also some classification information, thus it could solve the problem very well. And that
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Fig. 6. NDCG evaluation for different matching methods.

Fig. 7. NDCG evaluation of different α on personalized ad recommendation for sports programs.

is the reason that hierarchical matching gets better performance in ads recommendation. From the
results, we could also see the parameter α gives significant influence for user’s satisfaction.

To view the sensibility of parameter α for personalization, we set α from 0 to 1 (at 0.25 intervals)
to calculate the average NDCG@K. When α is equal to 1, we consider the relevancy between recom-
mended ads with video programs only. That is to say, we used nothing about user interest and results
will be the same to all users. Along with the decrease of α, we think over more user interests and less
videos comparatively to rank recommended ads.

From the comparison results in Figures 7–9, we can see that our personalized recommendation
system obtain the best performance when we take care of both TV programs content and user interests
(α = 0.25). And social relevance between user interests and ads is apt to be more important than
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Fig. 8. NDCG evaluation of different α on personalized ad recommendation for movie programs.

Fig. 9. NDCG evaluation of different α on personalized ad recommendation for ad programs.

content relevance. It also reflects the considerable importance of personalization, which is neglected
for ad recommendation on traditional TV. In addition, experimental results tell us that users have
different degrees of satisfaction for ad recommendation on different kinds of videos. Since ad video is
created for publicize service or product information, it is easier to suggest satisfactory products/ads for
ad video than sports and movie video. For the same reason, ad video is more robust to the weighting
parameter α than other two kinds of videos.

7.4 System Interface and User Study

Figure 10 shows the main interface of our recommendation system with three modules: video player,
pop-up and static service suggestion. This is a cut-in TV program about Canon camera. In the lower
left corner of media player we give our pop-up service recommendation and below the player there is
some relevant service suggestion in the static Web page.
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Fig. 10. User interface of our personalized ad recommendation system.
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Fig. 11. Comparative user study results for sports programs.

We conduct a subjective evaluation on the final personalized advertising recommendation to esti-
mate the whole system, in which the function of the user interest learning model MRPFM is also
assessed. Particularly for ad video, we compare our system to the one presented in Wang et al. [2010].
On our experimental settings, the weighting parameter α is set as 0.25, and concept hierarchy is used
to compute content and social relevance. Similar to the experiment in Section 7.2, 200 testers are
asked to learn active YouTube users’ interest and then give scores for the recommendation result from
1 (worst) to 5 (best) based on the following aspects.

(1) Individuation. Are the recommendatory products in accordance with your interests (mainly con-
sidering social relevance)?
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Fig. 12. Comparative user study results for movie programs.
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Fig. 13. Comparative user study results for ad programs.

(2) Relevancy. How about the relevancy between recommendatory products and TV program videos
(mainly considering content relevance)?

(3) Satisfaction. Are you satisfied with our personalized recommendation (considering both content
and social relevance)? Does it make you feel not so intrusive when watching the TV program?

(4) Novelty. How about the novelty of the recommended products for you? Are they new, varied and
intriguing to you?

(5) Overall Rate. How about the whole experience for you (considering all the factors above)?
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Comparative results for three kinds of video programs are shown in Figure 11–13. Individuation
is mainly interrelated with social relevant between products and user interests. Results on ad video
improve that our system with user preference performs much better than the approach in Wang et al.
[2010]. Results on all videos indicate that MRPMF model achieves better performance than PMF model
and direct selection. Our interest learning model also improves the relevancy and novelty of the rec-
ommendation. Generally speaking, for a good recommendation, users will feel not so intrusive when
watching programs. That is why our results show that users’ satisfaction on individuation, relevancy
and novelty is accordant to their experience on consistency. As for the different video categories, the
performance results are closely interrelated to the feature of video, which is also present on the exper-
iments in Section 7.3.

In sum, we show that our approach gains good performance on personalized ad recommendation.
However, we need enough user relationship to guarantee the effect of user interest modeling in real
system. If a user has little information about video lists or social contacts, or even a brand new user, we
could not get his/her preference and will fail to provide satisfactory personalized ad recommendation.

8. CONCLUSIONS

In this article, we want to provide TV users targeted ads recommendation through effective combina-
tion the content relevance and social relevance. Our approach mainly contains three modules: online
TV video annotation, user interest learning and personalized ad recommendation. In the first part,
the combination of visual analysis and textual analysis in terms of online resources contribute a lot
for the semantic video understanding, which is basic for computing content relevance between video
and product/ad. In the second part, we connect three kinds of relationships among user interest in-
formation and video tag: user-tag, user-user and tag-tag. And based on that, we learn representative
tags which denote the user interest with the model of MRPMF. In the last part, with help of prod-
uct concept hierarchy, three kinds of textual information (video annotation, user interest and product
tag) are represented as numerical concept distribution vectors. Then, by combining content relevance
and social relevance, top ranked ads are recommended to users. Experimental results and user study
demonstrate the attractiveness and effectiveness of our proposed approach. In future, more kinds of
video programs are to be available in our framework, and the approach will also be extended to smart
mobile devices.
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